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The question isn’t who is going to let me; it ’s who is going to stop me. - Ayn Rand

200188 marks twelve years of thought leadership 

from the Mindmine Institute. Over this period, 

we’ve built our credibility and acceptability; this 

year again our flagship event has attracted more 

than sixty ministers and more than a hundred 

CEOs.

The thirteenth edition of Mindmine Summit in 

Delhi over April 19 and 20, 2018 culminated a year 

of frenetic activity in which the Mindmine Institute 

augmented its presence in Mumbai (January 

2018) and broke fresh ground in Hyderabad 

(October 2017) – both through the Mindmine 

conversations.

 These uniquely tailored fora provide independent 

and top-class dialogue and thought leadership in 

an era where India is relentlessly marching into the 

future – battling many challenges and climbing 

many peaks of success all at the same time.

 What has set Mindmine Summits apart from other 

conferences over the years is the ability to be 

pragmatic, realistic and positive in equal measure. 

Speakers at our events have raised relevant issues, 

without worrying about their political correctness. 

At the same time while recognizing the adversities, 

our summits and conversations are extremely 

optimistic about the future of this country and 

the direction that it is taking.

INN TTHHHEE 2000177-1118 PPEERRIOODD, OOUR 
THHHOOOUUUGGHHHTT LEEAADDEERRSSHHIPP FOORRAAYS 
REEVVVOOOLLVVEED AARROOUUUNNDD TTHHE TTHHEEMEE: 
INNDDDIIAAA@@7555: IIS TTHHISS TTHHEE NNEWW IINNDIIAA?  

At Hyderabad, more than thirty investors, 

corporate captains, farm leaders, institution 

leaders and academics from diverse entities 

examined the idea of the New India through the 

lense of regulation, healthcare and agriculture. 

At Mumbai, an even larger number of investors, 

bankers and significant entrepreneurs looked 

at the impact of politics, policy, technology and 

geopolitics on Indian entrepreneurship, corporate 

governance, education and financing.

We funnelled the essence of our learnings from 

these two cities into our flagship Summit at the 

Taj Palace in the Capital – where the effort was to 

synthetize the tumult of change with the voice 

of progress.

We hope you enjoy this crisp compilation of all that 

was said and inferred across Delhi, Mumbai and 

Hyderabad, and look forward to your participation 

at the next Summit.

Happy reading!

Sunil Kant Munjal

AMONG OTHER ISSUES, THE PLENARY SESSIONS OVER T WO DAYS:

Analysed 
business 
cyclicality 
and 
emerging 
global risks

Attempted 
to set new 
templates in 
agriculture, 
politics, 
learning and 
job creation

Reimagined 
India’s 
learning 
conundrum

Studied 
emerging 
wealth 
creation 
opportunities

Assessed the 
impact of 
structural 
reforms on 
inclusive 
growth

Discussed 
the tricky 
business 
of urban 
governance
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MINDMINE 
CONVERSATION, 
HYDERABAD
October 6th, 200117 
Taj Krishnaa,, Hyderabad

Conversation 1
India@75: Role of Regulations

Conversation 2 

Form Farm to Fork: Can we truly 

reimagine and deregulate Indian 

farming?

Conversation 3
India’s Healthcare Migrane: 

An Rx for the Future
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PARTICIPANTS
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CONVERSATION 1

fter the economic liberalisation in India, several 

regulators grew fast in almost every sector, 

taking away the responsibility of regulating the 

sectors from the parliamentarians. However, questions 

have been raised over frequent changes in regulations 

and restrictions being imposed by the regulators to 

deter failures and scams. It is being claimed that 

over-regulation has not been able to prevent failures; 

moreover, it proves to be an impediment to innovation 

in the sector. This brings about the need to identify 

steps that could make regulators more effective.

In an environment where technology is changing 

at such a rapid pace, there is an inherent lag in 

technology adoption process since regulators are 

reluctant to adapt to newer technologies. In order 

to accommodate such rapid changes, there is a 

requirement of Just-in-Time knowledge and decision-

making approaches. Furthermore, it becomes 

pertinent that regulators become agile, which could 

IN AAN EENVVIRROONMEEENTT WHHHERE TEECHNNOOLLOGYY IS CCHANNGING AAT SUCCH A RAPID 
PACCE, TTHERREE IIS AANN INNHEERENNT LAAG INN TECCHNOOLOGGY ADDOOPTIONN PPROCESS 
SINNCEE RREGGUULLAATORRRS ARRE RREEELUCCTAANNT TOO AADAAPT TO NEWWER TEECHNOLOOGIES. IN 
ORDDERR R TOO AACCCOMMMMODDATTEE SUUCHH RRAPPIDD CHAANGEES, THERE IS A REQUQUIRREMENT 
OF JJUSSTT-INN-TTIMME KKKNOWWLEEEDGEE AANDD DDECCCISIOON-MMAKINNG APPPRROACHHESS.

only be achieved when all concerned stakeholders 

actively contribute to establishing regulations. It was 

discussed that regulations are to be made on a case-

wise basis, since the fit-for-all approach would not be 

appropriate in a country as diverse as India. 

It was further discussed that while regulators should 

not be done away with, there ought to be a lot less 

intervention from their end. They can adopt a more 

hands-off approach, and intervene only when they 

deem required. 

There is also a need to change the role of regulators 

from being a superintendent to an effective facilitator. 

A regulator is not only required to control a sector, it 

also needs to facilitate its growth and foster innovation. 

It was also suggested that we need to have a new set 

of institutions to regulate both the service providers 

and regulators in order to ensure that interests of all 

stakeholders are being upheld. 
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“There are two things that a regulator ought not to do: one is to change the rules of the game 
as the game is being played and the second is to impose the regulators’ view of morality into 
the system.”

“There are two things that a regulator ought not to do: one is to change the rules of the game 
as the game is being played and the second is to impose the regulators’ view of morality into 
the system.”

“Regulations are changing at twitter speed.”

“Most of our laws are based on the mistrust of people, it needs to be changed.”

“If we can provide access to opportunities to people so they realise their own aspiration, then 
that would be true freedom for India.”

KKKKeeeyyyqqqquuoootttees
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ver 60 per cent of India’s population is 

engaged in agriculture and other allied 

activities; however, its contribution to the 

GDP is meagre 12–13 per cent, indicating a larger 

structural challenge. While the Indian government 

aims to double the farmers’ income by 2022, its 

possibility seems uncertain since the agriculture 

sector is plagued with several basic challenges.

After liberalisation, the services and manufacturing 

sectors witnessed a complete overhaul with the 

adoption of technologies and foreign investment 

flows, which has not been the case with agriculture. 

The agriculture sector is, somehow, refrained from 

the government support, unlike the other sectors. It 

was being raised that there has not been any major 

reforms, technology adoption or investments being 

taken place in the agriculture sector since decades. 

The major reason could be the fact that the voice 

of Indian farmers has not been heard, since the 

majority of farmers are illiterate and have marginal 

land holdings. Moreover, farmers have virtually no 

organisations or unions to make their voices heard, 

and they remain divided by regions, languages, 

AGRRICCUULTTUURRE SECCTTORR NEEEDS TTOO HHOLLD PPRIOORITYY WHEEN WWE LOOK AATT INDIA @ 
75. TTHEERRE IS AA NNEEDD TOO MOOODERRNNISEE AANDD INCCENTTIVISEE AGRRICCULTURRE. INDIA’S 
INDDUSSTTRYY HHAAS TOOO PLLAY A PIIVOOTTALL RROOLE TO REFORRM TTHHE AGRRICCULTURE 
SECTOORR, EESPEECCIALLLYY TOO GRRROW THHE NOONN-FARRM ECONOMMY INN TTHE RURAAL AREAS. 

CONVERSATION 2

O castes and political ideologies. Another challenge 

that was being raised was that of rural distress owing 

to abysmal productivity, surplus labour engaged in 

agriculture and lack of investment by the government. 

It was highlighted that India employs 19 times more 

workforce per hectare of land as compared with 

that in the U.S., however per hectare production still 

remains to be about one-fourth to that of the U.S. 

There is a need to absorb the surplus labour engaged 

in agriculture in other productive industries, reducing 

the dependence of population on agriculture and 

contributing to the growth of rural areas. 

The agriculture sector needs to hold priority when we 

look at India @ 75. There is a need to modernise and 

incentivise agriculture. India’s industry has to play a 

pivotal role to reform the agriculture sector, especially 

to grow the non-farm economy in the rural areas. 

On the other hand, the government needs to foster 

technology adoption in the sector to increase yields, 

provide full market access to farmers, develop non-

farm economy, and invest in infrastructure to increase 

connectivity in an ecologically sustainable manner to 

cope with the challenges pertinent to the sector.
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“There are other people making decisions for farmers rather than farmers making their 
decisions.”

“We need to modernise and incentivise agriculture and, critically, we need to make it a part 
of domestic and global value chain.”

“Investments in social sectors such as education and healthcare can empower people at the 
grassroots, which is a game changer and the disruptive innovator” 

“There was no mention of the word ‘famine’ prior to British entry to India”

“India’s agriculture sector is successful, but farmers are unhappy”

“There is no social network stronger than farmers’ network”

KKKKeeeyyyqqqquuoootttees
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XXX

ver several decades, India has made 

unprecedented improvements in public 

health parameters such as the infant mortality 

rate and life expectancy. Yet, there exists challenges 

relating to availability, affordability and accessibility of 

healthcare services. 

Dismal government spending on healthcare, coupled 

with low penetration of health insurance in India, has 

contributed towards increased burden of private out-

of-pocket expenditures on health. India’s healthcare 

system also lacks adequate infrastructure and is largely 

confined to metropolitan or tier-I cities, resulting in 

significant disparity in the quality of healthcare 

across cities. Therefore, it becomes imperative for 

the government to invest in building healthcare 

infrastructure and, also, to attract private investments 

into the sector to supplement care in remote and 

underserved regions. 

The growing incidence of chronic diseases in India 

owing to lifestyle changes and the failing roles of 

food and nutrition to address health challenges have 

become concerning. It is expected that in the next 

THEEREE IS AA NNEEDD TOO SHHIIFT THHE FOCCUUS FFROMM CURRATIVVEE CARE TOOWARDS 
HOLLISSTTICC CCAAREE ANNDD INNTEGGGRATTEDD HHEAALTTTHCAARE MMODELLS, WWHICH WOOUULD HELP 
BRINGG DDOOWWNN TTHE CCOSST OOFF HEEALLTHHCCARREE. 

CONVERSATION 3

O five years, the amount of drugs sales in India would 

double to 10 million. 

There is a need to shift the focus from curative care 

towards holistic care and integrated healthcare 

models, which would help bring down the cost of 

healthcare. India needs to utilise its rich tradition of 

indigenous medicines, such as the Ayurveda and 

Unani, and needs to establish a robust system for cure 

discovery for such medicines. 

The role of technology cannot be ignored as well, as it 

could prove to be a significant disruptor in the sector 

by brining clinics closer to patients, enabling them 

to tackle the challenges of accessibility of healthcare 

services. Technology could also help strengthen the 

entire preventive care ecosystem. 

While there is a continual mistrust between healthcare 

providers, government(s), patients and insurance 

companies, they need to join hands in order to tackle 

the persistent challenges in the sector and to develop 

a robust quality healthcare model at the ground level.
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“There is no lack of professionals or technology in India’s healthcare system. However, they 
are all centralised in major cities” 

“As a healthcare provider, one cannot afford to do business in tier-III cities without the help 
of government”

“We probably have made a mistake, as a country, relying too much on allopathy and modern 
medicines”

“The states which are more literate, demand more funding towards healthcare”

“There is a need for a robust healthcare system, focusing on primary and preventive 
healthcare”

KKKKeeeyyyqqqquuoootttees
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MINDMINE 
CONVERSATION, 
MUMBAI
January 18th, 220018
ITC Grandd CCentral, Mumbai

Conversation 1
The Spring Cleaning of 

Corporate India: Is This a New 

Beginning? 

Conversation 2 

Blooming a thousand enterprises: 

Can India transcend from job 

seeking to job creation?

Conversation 3
Financing the private sector: Can 

it become both cheaper and safer? 

Conversation 4 
From local to global: Can 

unshackled 20 universities 

become world-class?

Conversation 5 

Brand India: Is the decade of 

Indian MNCs finally upon us?
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PARTICIPANTS
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CONVERSATION 1

AS PPERR THHE PAANELL MEEMBBERS, WWE ASS AA COUUNTRRY NEEED TOO EVALUAATE THE 
WOORSTT POOSSIBBLE SITUUATTIONNS FOOR US, ANND CCOHESSIVELLYY ADDRRESSS THEM 
PROOMPTLLYY TTO TAKKKE INNDIAAA TO A COOMMMEENDAABLE POSITTIONN AAT 75.

ndia’s economic success story has been an 

inspiring one for all the countries worldwide. The 

economic environment in India is changing slowly 

and steadily to create a cleaner and encouraging 

image for itself. 

The rules and regulations related to business 

operation are being followed more diligently and 

proactively in India. Some of the promoters who have 

avoided to pay back to banks are today genuinely 

worried, as today one cannot delay payments and 

neither can use the system for self-benefits. It has 

become difficult or impossible for promoters to push 

for a change in system. It has become easy for new 

agencies and media to get the data related to business 

operation of companies in exchange of money, which 

has increased insecurity amongst promoters as they 

become vulnerable to public exposure.  

The current situation in the financial sector was also 

discussed in the session, wherein the participants were 

of the view that the financial sector is not performing 

well. The banking sector reforms are not satisfactory 

either, where three public sector banks are without a 

chairman and one of them does not have a chairman 

from the past eight months — which does not present 

a positive outlook.  The intent of the central bank was 

also questioned, i.e., whether it is prompting any 

actions or not, and is it committed to the cause as 

expected from it. As per the panel members, we as a 

country need to evaluate the worst possible situations 

for us, and cohesively address them promptly to take 

India to a commendable position at 75. The panel 

suggested that the question which needs to be asked 

at this moment is that whether we are forgiving failure, 

as economic failure in India is followed by social loss. 

The panellists were also of the view that since three 

years the Government of India has been putting in 

genuine efforts to clean the governance system. This is 

reflected in the reforms such as demonetisation, GST, 

RERA and closing of shell companies introduced in the 

last 13–14 months. It was discussed that previously 

the corruption was seen at the operating level, where 

people in the system used to ask for benefits, and not 

to the minister or secretary. However, this has changed 

today, which can be felt across the system, as people 

have stopped asking for favours. 

The participants were also of the viewpoint that in 

terms of governance, the government is introducing 

more and more rules which are not needed. Rather 

than bringing in more rules, the focus could be laid 

more on following principles. The government needs 

to bring about changes in the public sector banks and 

create a credit-friendly environment in the country.
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“States are competing with each other for funds and to bring companies in their respective 
states”

“Currently, the CEOs of several companies in India are constantly under the fear of having 
their names in the news for wrong reasons. This fear factor has reduced the unethical 
practices used by corporates to corner funds, projects and/or resources” 

“A 25-member committee is making changes to the ‘Listing Obligations and Disclosure 
Requirements’ (LODR) regulations. Where in the world do you see anything like this”

“In the year 2010, it was asked if this is India’s moment, today the question is  what we should 
do and have we gained the vision we dreamed of. 40 per cent if Indians are not able to tell time 
by reading watch, and we are asking if the time has come”

KKKKeeeyyyqqqquuoootttees
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CONVERSATION 2

THEE CCRREAATTIIONN OFFF SKKILLEEED LAABBOUURR AANND IINFRAASTRUUCTUURRE IS NOOTT ALONE 
A GGOVVVERRNNMMEENT’SSS JOOB ——— THHEE BBUUSINNNESSEES NNEED TO ALSO SHHAARE THE 
RESSPOONNSIIBBILLITTY.

ndia, one of the fastest growing large economies 

in the world, is going through a phase of rapid 

transformation. However, the challenges of job 

creation have been an area of concern for the policy 

makers in the country. Converse to the need of India 

to transcend from being job seeker to becoming job 

creator, the panel opined that changes are happening 

slowly and in the right direction for the country.

This is supported by the fact that in 2017, there were 

190 business incubators in the country as compared to 

20 in 2000. In 2017, about 1 lakh new companies were 

registered in India, which is significant as compared to 

50,000 companies registered in 2007. The rise in the 

number of companies getting registered creates job 

opportunity for seekers. Some of the panel members 

were dissatisfied, as they were of the opinion that the 

rate of increase in the number of new companies 

could have been 10 times more, instead of two times 

currently. One of the primary reasons stated for this 

was the quality of education imparted in India. 

Quality standardisation in the education system at 

the ground level is seen as a major impediment for 

success, which the government, corporates and 

institutions need to unitedly address. In the current 

state of adversity, innovation (led by better quality 

of education) is likely to come up as an opportunity 

giving birth to entrepreneurs. The panel members 

were of the opinion that people in India have become 

more of followers but innovators. Majority of the 

population wish to join companies like Infosys, Flipkart 

and Ola, rather than nurturing the desire to create 

something new. More efforts, such as skilling people 

with advance tools and technologies, and inspiring 

them to innovate, would be needed from the industry. 

The creation of skilled labour and infrastructure is not 

alone a government’s job — the businesses need to 

also share the responsibility. 

In future, the manufacturing sector, agriculture sector 

and services sector are likely to lose jobs to automation, 

mechanisation and bots, respectively. This implies that 

about 200–230 lakh million jobs are needed every 

year in India. High quality education, inspiration and 

proper infrastructure are the necessities that would 

help create entrepreneurs to address the issues of 

employment 10 times faster.

In addition, the urban infrastructure is not well 

equipped to handle mass migration. So there is also 

a need to create micro entrepreneurs.
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“Entrepreneurship cannot evolve without capitalism, and India is yet to make its mind on 
capitalism” 

“Walmart came into India and saw Agrawal marts coming in between their growth and 
progress”

“High quality education, inspiration and proper infrastructure are the need of time”

“Millennials are better prepared to face lay-offs, and try out new things”

“The number of jobs required will be even higher, if every woman comes forth to seek jobs” 

“Entrepreneur is a businessman who creates impact”

KKKKeeeyyyqqqquuoootttees
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CONVERSATION 3

OVEER TTHHEE LAAST FFEWW YEEEARSS, AANNALYTTICS,, AADDHAAAR,  CREDIT BUUREAUS, 
MOOBILLEE PPHHOONNES AANDD INNNDIAA STAACK HHHAVEE TRAANSFOORMMEDD THE LEENDING 
LANNDSCCAAPPE INN THHEE COOUNNNTRYY, MMAKKINGG DECCISIOON MAAKING MMORE EEFFFICIENT 
ANDD RRIISKK-FRREEE. 

he MSME sector in India is the backbone of 

the national economic structure with over 

5 crore MSMEs contributing to about 40 per 

cent of India’s GDP and generating over 10 crore jobs. 

Surprisingly, only 10 per cent of the 5 crore MSMEs 

get access to formal funding channels. The funding 

requirement of the MSME sector is about USD1 lakh 

crore, soliciting significant potential for financial 

institutions. However, the sector is still plagued with 

challenges such as huge Non-Performing Assets 

(NPAs), lack of credit ratings and information, and 

reluctance in technology adoption.

The banks in India were nationalised with an intention 

to provide access to banking facilities to public at large 

and address the funding issues. However, they have 

not been able to cater to the cause efficiently owing 

to the regulatory impediments. It was furthermore 

discussed that the capitalist countries such as the U.S. 

and the U.K., which kept the governments out of the 

business and let the free markets operate, have done 

much better in terms of providing access to credit to 

businesses. Over the last few years, analytics, Aadhaar,  

credit bureaus, mobile phones and India Stack have 

transformed the lending landscape in the country, 

making decision making more efficient and risk-

free. While majority of the NBFCs and private sector 

banks have encouraged the adoption of emerging 

technologies, a few Public Sector Banks (PSBs) still rely 

on the judgement of the loan officers for the disbursal 

of loans. Banks need to adapt to these trends for 

better assessment of credit worthiness, loan pricing 

and overall governance of their businesses in order to 

mitigate credit risks.

It was furthermore discussed that the financing 

is getting cheaper and safer, as the risks involved 

are being mitigated owing to the increased flow of 

information. The liberal FDI regime has additionally 

intensified the competition in the market, leading to 

cheaper credit options for the private sector. However, 

there emerges a need to address the challenges in the 

finance sector to bring down the yield and interest 

rates in the country.
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“Less than 10 per cent of MSMEs in India get capital funding”

“Small entrepreneurs funding is not looked after and the space is vacant as of today”

“PSU banks had the initial responsibility of funding MSMEs, but they could have done 
better”

“Private equity and NBFCs are doing better than PSU banks in terms of financial inclusion”

“Analytics, bureau, mobile communication, Aadhaar, etc., have come up in the last seven 
years, making the system faster”

“Risk in the country coming down, pricing is getting better as information is being shared 
faster — making decision-making process faster”

KKKKeeeyyyqqqquuoootttees
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CONVERSATION 4

THEERREE IIS A NEEEED FOOOR IINCRREAASEED CCOMMPETITTIONN BETWWEEEN THE 
GOVVERRNMMENTT ANNND PRIIVVATEE INNSTTITTUUTEES, OWWINGG TOO WHICHH, PEOPLE 
WOOULLDD SSTTAARRT CCOOMPPETTIING INN ARREAAAS OF REESEARRCH, BETTER FAACULTY 
(FOOREEIGNN FFACCULTTTY OOR VVISITINGG FAACCULTTY FROM THEE IINDUSTTRRY) AND 
IMPPARRTTINNG PRRACTTTICAAL EEXXPERRIEENNCEE. 

etting the context for the discussion, the panel 

members highlighted that Indian population 

largely comprises youth (as 65 per cent of its 

population fall below the age of 35 years) and the 

Indian education system is the third-largest in the 

world (consists of about 770 universities, 37,000 

affiliated colleges and more than 150 lakh enrolled 

students). 

The panellists discussed the importance of faculty 

in the education sector, who makes an impact on 

the young minds. Not only the full-time lecturers / 

professors, but also people from the industry need 

to participate in educating students by sharing 

their real life experiences. Philanthropy also plays an 

important role in education; however, the support 

from corporates cannot be limited to financing; they 

need to get involved in the overall education process. 

Views on the need for a greater autonomy in the 

educational institutions were also discussed. The 

institutions such as IIMs and IITs, which have greater 

autonomy and do not fall under the regulations, 

have thrived better compared to other institutions, 

and have built a brand name for themselves. The 

regulations in the education sector have not been able 

to bring desired standard or create any value, hence 

S there is a need to relax these regulations to enable 

Indian institutions to match international standards. 

Rules such as a minimum two-year criteria required to 

award a degree need to be relaxed to match the likes 

of universities in London, which offer even one-year 

degree programmes. 

There is a need for increased competition between 

the government and private institutes to create 

better education brands. Owing to competition, 

people would start competing in areas of research, 

better faculty (foreign faculty or visiting faculty from 

the industry) and imparting practical experience. The 

autonomy would also help institutions create their 

own curriculum and focus more on the differentiating 

aspects. A live example of beneficiary of autonomy is 

IIT Bombay, which allocated INR400 in 2017 exclusively 

for research purposes. 

If the standard of education across all levels in India is 

brought to global standards, it may reduce the number 

of students going abroad from India for enrolments in 

foreign universities and related cost. The total cost of 

sending students to foreign universities from India is 

about USD12 billion, in which the U.S., alone takes in 

50,000 Indian students per year.
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“1,300 research and development (R&D) centres are being operated in India by PHDs” 

“Great universities cannot run as businesses”

“Academicians need to lead the management of institutes”

“There needs to be a better collaboration between the industry and academicians”

“There is a need to market the advancements of IITs and IIMs at the global level”

“Shut down the regulations in education as they have not done anything to maintain the 
standard in education”

KKKKeeeyyyqqqquuoootttees
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CONVERSATION 5

THEERREE IIS A NEEEED FOOOR IINCRREAASEED CCOMMPETITTIONN BETWWEEEN THE 
GOVVERRNMMENTT ANNND PRIIVVATEE INNSTTITTUUTEES, OWWINGG TOO WHICHH, PEOPLE 
WOOULLDD SSTTAARRT CCOOMPPETTIING INN ARREAAAS OF REESEARRCH, BETTER FAACULTY 
(FOOREEIGNN FFACCULTTTY OOR VVISITINGG FAACCULTTY FROM THEE IINDUSTTRRY) AND 
IMPPARRTTINNG PRRACTTTICAAL EEXXPERRIEENNCEE. 

ndia is one of the fastest growing economies in 

the world, witnessing an emergence of various 

Indian multinational companies (MNCs). These 

MNCs need to grow, prosper and present themselves 

on the global platform as ‘The Brand India’, which has 

the ability to grow. 

In the list of Fortune 500 companies, seven out of 

197 companies from Asia are from India. This depicts 

a picture that even when there are large number 

of Indian companies with significant presence 

domestically, their global presence and impact 

is limited. Companies in India need to follow the 

three big global trends — digitisation, sustainability 

within limited resource and focus on the emerging 

economies — to create a larger impact. 

India is a resource strained country, having the 

second-largest population in the world, with a high 

acceptance level of digitisation. The country is well 

placed to follow the global trends, and just needs to 

leverage them to achieve global footprint. The Indian 

government would also need to play a vital role in 

implementing a high standard of education, training 

and skill development programmes. Entrepreneurship 

would need to be endorsed as a career, where not only 

the government, but also the corporates become a part 

of an encouraging environment for entrepreneurship 

to flourish. 

Indian MNCs would not only have to operate their 

business successfully, they also need to lift the society 

out of poverty. This aspect needs be followed by 

every Indian MNC to make a greater impact on the 

society and build a strong image of Indian MNCs, both 

domestically and globally. The Indian brands would 

need to be niche and consistent with their products, 

services and commitment towards society. Unless 

Indian MNCs are able to provide their services or 

products at lower cost, while matching the standards 

of foreign companies they would not be able to create 

a better mark on the global platform. The general 

attitude of Indian companies of ‘stack it high and sell 

it cheap’ need to be changed. The companies would 

require to build their brands across local needs, as 

there are no global consumers, but only global brands. 

The opinion that branding of Indian MNCs is not up to 

the mark was also discussed. Many companies in India 

have good products, but they lack the ability to brand 

them and market better. 
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“1,300 research and development (R&D) centres are being operated in India by PHDs” 

“Great universities cannot run as businesses”

“Academicians need to lead the management of institutes”

“There needs to be a better collaboration between the industry and academicians”

“There is a need to market the advancements of IITs and IIMs at the global level”

“Shut down the regulations in education as they have not done anything to maintain the 
standard in education”

KKKKeeeyyyqqqquuoootttees
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75 Is this the New India ?



INAUGURAL SESSION

On the opening day of the two-day 12th Mindmine Summit, Mr. Sunil 
Kant Munjal, while delivering the welcome speech, shared his views 
on India’s growth story that was written in the last decade along with 
the challenges the ministers and policymakers confronted to meet 
the expectations of the country. A little later, the guest of honour, Mr. 
Ravi Shankar Prasad, Minister of Law and Justice, and Electronics and 
Information Technology, Government of India, delivered his keynote 
address. He highlighted the significance of the Mindmine Summit 
in the current context, providing a unique platform for a diverse set 
of industry experts to share ideas and concerns with policymakers 
of the country. He recalled Dr Brijmohan Lall Munjal as a leader who 
displayed extraordinary entrepreneurship skills in the restrictive 
environment of ‘Licence Raj’ and someone who steered the Hero 
Group to great heights.

INDIA @75: IS THIS 
THE NEW INDIA?
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SSUUNNNIILL KKKAANTT MMUUNNJJALLL

“IIIn mmaanyy wwwaayys, wwee aarree bbbleessseedd 
thhhatt weee aare bboornn inn tthhiis eerraa wwhhhenn 
Innndiia iiss claiiimminggg iits riigghhtfffuul plllaccee 
innn thhe wwwoorlddd..”” 

social policy of Sweden, the economic policy 

of Cuba, the defence budget of Fiji, the sexual 

policy of France, the education policy of 

Finland, non-alignment policy of Switzerland, 

the refugee policy of Germany, and the 

economic growth of China put together.

past few decades without compromising on 

its democratic values and ethics.

with start-ups likely to play an increasingly 

important role in the country’s development.

RRAAVVI SSHHAANNNKAARR PPPRARAASSADDD

““Diigittal gggovverrrnnaanccee is ggooooddd 
ggovvvernnannncee; dddiggiitall ddeliivveeryyy iisss ffaasttterr 
ddeliiiverry; annd,  ddiiggittaal mmoonniitttorrrinngg iis 
eefffeeectiive mmooniiittoorinngg.”

governments should embrace a development 

approach based on good governance, 

objectivity and uniformity, rather than focussing 

on individual preferences. There is also need to 

create a cohesive environment between the 

government and the judiciary. 

growing and the nation is now seen as a major 

stakeholder on global issues such as sustainable 

energy, terrorism, and black money.

initiatives and has put in place the necessary 

legislative framework and digital infrastructure 

to safeguard the anonymity and privacy of 

citizens’ data. There is a need to develop new 

skills to leverage upcoming technologies in 

order to create new avenues of growth.

past few years, for example, the removal of 1,400 

archaic laws, setting-up of a judicial database, 

establishing alternative dispute mechanisms, 

digitalisation of courts, etc. This will have an 

impact in the years to come.
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SESSION II

THE ROAD TO 
INDIA@75: WILL 
STRUCTURAL 
REFORMS FINALLY 
CONNECT THE DOTS?

Mr. Banerjee set the context of the session by 
pointing out that India, despite being one of the 
fastest growing nations in the world, has nearly 270 
million people living below the poverty line. While 
several reforms have been implemented in the last 
few years, he asked the panelists to share their views 
on their future impact.

The panel was 
made up of 

Ms. Yamini Aiyar 
(President and Chief 

Executive, Centre 
for Policy Research), 

Mr. Akhil Bansal 
(Deputy CEO, KPMG 

in India) and Mr. 
Rajnish Kumar 

(Chairman, State 
Bank of India), and 

moderated by Mr. 
Ronojoy Banerjee 

(Assistant Editor 
and News Anchor, 

CNBC-TV18). The 
discussion focussed 

on the direction and 
magnitude of India’s 

ongoing structural 
reforms country.
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development; a more inclusive approach to development would make the country’s society 
more egalitarian. 

create an environment for the private sector to work hand in hand with the government.C
O

N
C

LU
SI

O
N

RRRAJJNNNIISSH KKUUMMAARRR

theee counnttryy iss nnoot aapppproopppriiaattee ffoorr 
commmplletee prrivvaatiisattiioon offf thhe IIInddiaaann 
bannnkinng ssecctorr.”

International Monetary Fund and the World Bank, 

have expressed confidence on the possible path 

of India’s growth curve in the coming years. 

for the Indian economy with reforms such as the 

GST, Real Estate (Regulation and Development) 

Act and the Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code. 

However, the scale of implementation may 

present some challenges, especially during the 

transition phase.

implementing nationwide schemes such as the 

Jan Dhan Yojana.

country’s economy and implementation of 

government schemes. Even as they focus on 

commercial aspects, it is equally important to 

focus on social banking. 

fully appropriate for full-scale privatization of the 

banking industry.

YYYAMMIINNNI AAAIYYAARRR

“WWWe tthinnnk off aa bbettteerr liifffee innn tthhhe 
narrrrativee off GGDDDP ggrrowwtthh wwiitthoouuut 
askkkingg thhhe qqueesstiionn off hhooww mmuuuchh ooofff 
thaaat GGDDP ggroowwwth iis trraannnsllaatiiinngg innntoo 
a bbetteer lliiffee foorr aall oouur cciittiizzeennss.”

cities and the rest of India have developed over 

the years. The economic growth of a nation in 

terms of GDP numbers presents an incomplete 

story, since growth is not always associated with 

quality of life.  

of development, besides quantitative ones. 

For example, in the Indian education system, 

while the primary school enrollment rates are 

increasing, nearly half the students who have 

passed primary education are unable to read 

from books meant for the second standard. 

human resource capacity challenges while 

implementing several schemes. Technology 

alone is insufficient to solve such challenges. For 

example, studies have found that Panchayats 

were unable to perform the complex job of 

updating social records assigned to them during 

the Socioeconomic and Caste Census, as they 

weren’t competent enough.

AAAKHHIIILL BAANNSAALL

bottom of the pyramid to deliver 

real growth to the country.

schemes have significantly impacted 

development on the ground, particularly in the 

rural areas. 

and skills of the private sector to effectively roll 

out such schemes on a large scale. 

development of the country needs to go beyond 

the mandatory two per cent CSR contribution.
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SESSION III

“CITIFICATION’’ OF 
BHARAT: EMERGING 
NIGHTMARE 
OR EXCITING 
OPPORTUNITY?

Mr. Chatterjee set the context for the session 
by explaining the different sub-segments of 
urbanization, namely peripheral, road corridors, new 
cities, rejuvenation of existing cities and providing 
urban amenities to rural areas (PURA). He asked 
the panelists about their views on the appropriate 
governance structure for these sub-segments of 
urbanisation.

The panel 
comprised of 

Mr. Hardeep Singh 
Puri (Minister of 

State (Independent 
Charge) for Housing 

and Urban Affairs, 
Government of 

India), Ms. Sunita 
Narain (Director 
General, Centre 
for Science and 

Environment), 
Mr. Milind Murli 

Deora (former 
Member of 

Parliament, Lok 
Sabha) and 

Mr. Amit Oberoi 
(Executive Director, 

Colliers India), and it 
was moderated by 

Mr. Vinayak 
Chatterjee 

(Co-founder 
and Chairman, 

Feedback Infra). The 
discussion focussed 

around issues, 
opportunities and 

the way forward 
for urbanisation in 

India.
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HHHAARDDDDEEEPP SSINNGGGHH PUURRI

ressoourrcesss; hhowweevverr,, thheree iss a nneeeddd too 
commme uup wwiith bbaankkaabblee pprroojjjecccts annnd 
exeeecutte tthhemm inn a ddeemmoocrrrattiic wwaay...”

the government simply cannot shift thousands 

of people as part of any redevelopment plan to 

another area of a city, as this would curtail their 

democratic freedom. The solution is to empower 

local administrations and improve their financial 

position. 

constitutional status to all municipalities, and 

since, significant work has been done on the 

urban development front. 

urban development, with a special emphasis on 

large-scale affordable housing projects.

limits the scope of urban infrastructure projects.

MMMILLINNDD MMMUURRLLII DDDEOORRA

ressppponnsibbble fforr uurbbaannizzattiioonn, wwhhillle 
no sinngglee peersoonn orr ddeepaarrttmmmennnt iis 
accccounntaaablee (( ffforr itt)).”

to redirect the trajectory of urbanisation; however, 

without a strong governance structure at the local 

level, it would be difficult to implement policies 

effectively. 

well as accountability of local governing bodies. 

make rural parts of India self-sufficient in terms 

of employment opportunities, and curb the rising 

migration from rural India to urban metropolitan 

areas. 

centric, hence urbanisation has taken a back seat.

AMMIITTT OOOBEERROII

already strained urban infrastructure. 

reason driving the urbanisation of 

cities. Most of jobs in the last decade were created 

in the southern cities of the country, which led 

to extensive urbanisation. Bengaluru is a case in 

point.

SUUNNIIITTAA NNNAARAAINN 

“WWWe nnott onnly llacck tthhee ttecchhnnniccaal 
capppabilittiiess,, buut alssoo tthee ccouuuraaaggee tooo 
thiinnk anndd eexeccuutte tthhiinggs ddiifffffeerrennttlly.””

cities is deteriorating at a rapid pace. 

available for different areas within cities; a few 

high-profile areas consume the majority of its 

resources (NDMC and Lutyens Delhi is a case in 

point).

term solution to address air pollution and road 

congestion.

urban infrastructure. Creating opportunities in rural areas is the only way to curb this. 

affordable solutions, such as strengthening public transportation systems.
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SESSION IV

RISKS, THREATS & 
CYCLICALITY: ARE 
WE NOW SMARTER 
ABOUT THE FUTURE?

Mr. Nair reached out to the panelists, and sought 
their views on whether we living in a world where 
risks are greater than before. 

The panel for this 
session comprised 

of Mr. Abheek Barua 
(Chief Economist 

and Executive Vice 
President, HDFC 

Bank), Mr. Nilesh 
Shah (Managing 

Director, Kotak 
Mahindra AMC), 

Mr. Pavninder Singh 
(Managing Director, 

Bain Capital) and 
Mr. Mritunjay Kapur 

(Partner, KPMG 
in India), and it 

was moderated 
by Mr. Prashant 

Nair (Anchor, 
CNBC TV18). The 

discussion revolved 
around identifying 

various risks and 
threats that lie 

ahead for India.
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that would have far-reaching consequences on global trade and economic stability. 

increasingly important role in a disruption-led world.C
O

N
C
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SI

O
N

AAABHHEEEEEK BBBAARUUUAA

“A fffull-bllowwn ttraadee wwarr bbbettwweeeenn 
twoo laargeee ecconnoommieess wwoouulldd lleaaad too 
a shhhrinnkaaagee inn ovverraalll ggloobbaall ttrradde,,, 
whhhichh ullttimmatteelyy leeaadds too gglloobbaal 
dowwwnffalll..”

previous year was among the most volatile in 

recent experience. 

of major economies, such as China and the U.S., 

has grown in recent times; this is likely to distress 

the global trade and economic environment.

is likely to shrink the overall trade volume of 

the world, leading to a slowdown in the global 

economic cycle.

for another is not the best way to understand how 

the global economy functions.

NNNILLEESSHH SSHHAAHH

“Innn thhe fffuuutuuree, thherree wwiilll bee twwwo tyyypees 
of cccommpaaaniies,  ddiinnossaauurrss: wwhho wiilll  
eveeentuualllly pperriishh; aaand ddiissruuupptttorrs wwwhhoo 
willll evvolvvve theemmmsellvvess aanndd ssuurrrvivvee.”

external threats and risks than ever before. 

the two largest economies, i.e., China and the U.S., 

as an opportunity rather than a threat. 

would possibly reduce the full potential of the 

undergoing reforms.

PAAAVVNNINNDEERR SSINNNGGGHH

environment is constantly moving 

away from globalisation, and the 

ongoing protectionist environment 

could contain the growth of the global economy.

ongoing disruptions across industries; however, 

disruptions may give rise to labour market 

displacements.

MMMRRITTTUUUNJJAAYY KKKAAAPPUURRR 

“CCoommppaanniees cccaannnoott ppreeppaarree 
theeemsselvvees fforrr rriiskss aarissinnng oouut oofff 
ggeoooppollitiiccall tuuurrbbuleennccess; hhoowweeeveer, 
theeey ccan cerrtaaaiinly bbbettteerr pprreeppaaree 

thheemselvesss ffforr risssks ariissinng ooouutt offf cyyberrsseeccurritty.”””

the global economies in the coming decades. 

gain the top spot as the technology leader of the 

world.

cybersecurity is likely to increase. 

to prepare themselves better to counter 

cybersecurity threats.

at the Centre; this has impacted policy-making 

policy continuity
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SESSION V

TURNING THE WHEELS 
OF INVESTMENT: 
WILL JAM TRINITY 
OR OTHER TRIGGERS 
CREATE THE LARGEST 
GROWTH AND WEALTH 
OPPORTUNITIES IN THE 
NEW DECADE?

Mr. Nair gave an overview of key government 
reforms, including the JAM Trinity and asked the 
panelists to share their views on the impact of these 
schemes on the economic growth of the country.

The panel 
comprised of 

Mr. Jayant Sinha 
(Minister of State 
for Civil Aviation, 

Government of 
India), Mr. Bharat 

Shah (Executive 
Director, Ask 

Group), Ms. Renuka 
Ramnath (Founder, 

MD & CEO, Multiples 
Alternate Asset 

Management) and 
Mr. Satya Narayan 

Bansal (CEO, 
Barclays Wealth 

Management), and 
it was moderated 

by Mr. Prashant 
Nair (Anchor, CNBC 

TV18).
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JAAAYYAANNNTT SSIINNHHAAA

ggovvvernnmmeent aaimmms ttoo bbooosstt tthhe ovverrrall 
connnsummpptioon offf ouurr ccouunnttrryy bbby 
pproooviddinnggg aa saafffetty nnnett too nneeaarrlly 440000 
miilllioon pppeoopplee.”

Estate (Regulation and Development) Act, the 

Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code and the JAM 

Trinity, would play significant roles in wealth 

creation for the country. 

government subsidies into beneficiary bank 

accounts, which has led to significant reduction 

in the leakages in government schemes and has 

opened new avenues for consumption growth.

through structural changes after the 2008 

financial crisis. Therefore, India should not take 

the investment growth level of 2003–07 as a 

benchmark. 

new and upcoming sectors, such as e-commerce, 

logistics, renewable energy, and aviation, rather 

than conventional sectors such as cement and 

steel, which were powering the growth engine 

in the late 2010s.

RRRENNUUUKKA RRAAMMNNNAATTHHH

are leading to inclusion of millions 

of people in the formal economy 

and businesses are shifting from 

unorganised to organised markets. 

consumption growth to new heights.

investment philosophy of private investors, who 

mostly look for asset-light businesses. 

that provide 7–8 per cent annual returns for a 

period of 25–30 years, while private investors 

aim to make 30 per cent annual returns for 

a period of four–five years. In addition, these 

businesses (infrastructure) come with a number 

of construction and operational risks.

BBHHAARRRARAAT SSHHAAHH

up high impact reforms at a swift 

pace, particularly in the last 18 

months, including the GST, Real 

Estate (Regulation and Development) Act, and 

the Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code. This would 

provide a strong foundation for the country’s 

growth in the coming years.

power to all, etc., would bring a quantum change 

in the social as well as economic spheres of the 

country.

SAAATTYAAAA NNAARRAAYYAANNN BAAANNSAAAL 

““If wwwe cannn achiiieevve ccoonnsuummmpttioonn- annndd 
iinveeestmmennnt-leddd ggrrowwwthh ssimmmuulltaaaneeouuuslly,,  
wwe wwouulddd bee neeaarrinnggg ddouubblee--diiiggitt 
eeconnnommicc ggrrowwwtthh.”

growth; however, investment-led growth, which 

is an equally important part of economic growth, 

has remained subdued.

environments; yet each inefficiency is a potential 

billion-dollar opportunity.

inclusive growth of the country. 

is a need to do more to fully capitalise on the potential of investment-led growth.C
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SESSION VI

MINDMINE EXCHANGE 
HARNESSING LEGACY: 
CAN OUR ARTISANAL 
PAST CRAFT AN 
EXCITING FUTURE?

Mr. Munjal set the context of the conversation by 
quoting a discussion, during the ‘Serendipity Art Festival 
2017’ about the lack of private initiatives around the 
promotion and preservation of the arts and development 
of museums in India.

The panel consisted 
of Ms. Smriti 

Zubin Irani (Union 
Minister of Textiles, 

Government of 
India), 

Mr. Rajeev Sethi 
(Indian designer, 

scenographer and 
art curator) and  it 
was moderated by 

Mr. Sunil Kant 
Munjal (Chairman, 

Hero Enterprise). 
Discussions in this 

session revolved 
around the present 

scenario of arts 
in the country. It 
highlighted the 

reasons behind the 
dilapidated state 

of artisans in India 
and the steps that 
could turn around 

their condition. 
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aspect.

to create a vibrant future for arts and artisans in the country.

and preservation. 

arts; the government should aim to replicate some of these at a national level.

C
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RRRAAJJEEEVV SEETTHHI

“WWWe hhavve nnottt bbeeenn abblee ttoo cccapppitaaliiise 
on onee offf thhe rrriicchesstt cculttuurrees oooff tthhe 
woorldd.”

an agriculture to manufacturing and service 

economy, yet it still views the work of artists as 

manual work.

on engineering, science and commerce, has 

marginalized the creative space.

promote the arts, and reduce red tape 

active role. The art works at the Mumbai airport 

is a living example of public–private partnership 

for the promotion of the arts.

other sectors, especially the tourism industry. 

SMMRIIITTII ZZUUBBINN IRRRAANNII 

are restricted to the poor living 

conditions of the artisans; they 

overlook its potential as a revenue 

source, particularly in the global markets. The 

handicraft business (including carpets) exported 

goods worth over Rs 320 billion in the previous 

year.

to invest in technology and other related ideas, 

however, the prospects of investing in past 

legacies is rarely discussed. 

in the daily life of citizens, particularly the young 

generation. By creating a sense of appreciation 

toward arts and crafts among youngsters, it 

would be possible to create new consumers of 

the arts.

in multiple decision-making committees for the 

arts; the government also spends millions for the 

development of artisans. Thus, it is answerable 

and accountable to taxpayers for the use of their 

money.
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SESSION VII

FUTURE TENSE: HOW 
DO WE REIMAGINE 
LEARNING IN INDIA?

Ms. Dehnugara observed that the education system 
in the country is still teaching rudimentary elements 
in a rapidly evolving world, and asked the panellists, 
from an industry perspective, to reimagine ‘learning’ 
in India.

The panel consisted 
of Mr. Dharmendra 

Pradhan (Minister 
of Petroleum & 

Natural Gas and 
Skill Development 

& Entrepreneurship, 
Government of 

India), Professor 
Errol D’Souza 

(Director, Indian 
Institute of 

Management, 
Ahmedabad), 

Mr. Saurabh 
Srivastava 

(Cofounder, Indian 
Angel Network), and 
it was moderated by 

Ms. Syna 
Dehnugara 

(Features Editor, 
CNBC-TV18). 

The discussion 
attempted to 

revisit current skills, 
pedagogies and 
learning models 
to recognise the 

changes that 
could make Indian 

education more 
relevant and 

contemporary.
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DDDHHARRRMMEENNDDRRAAA PPRRAAADDHAAANN

pproooviddes kknnowwlleddgee,, mmoorraalss annnd 
chaaaraccterrr, wwhille skkillliingg ppproooviiiddess 
emmmpplooymmmennt aanndd liivvelihhoooodd.”

penetration and promote technology-enabled 

learning at the national level. The government 

is looking to involve all stakeholders to create 

protocols and networks that would serve as the 

base for technology-enabled education.

reimagining learning and has created a separate 

ministry for skill development. It has prepared 

multi-level approach for skill development, 

namely long-term skilling, short-term skilling, 

recognition of prior learning and apprenticeship.

SAAUURRRAABBHH SSRIIVVVAASSTAAAVVA

“MMManny oofff oourr uunnivveerrsittieess aaaree sttillll 
teaaachiingg whhatt thhe BBBrritiishhh uusseedd tto 
teaaach to ccreeatee ‘BBabbbuus’.””

an employable workforce. In a decade’s time, 

India would have a working age population of 

close to a billion; this workforce must be an asset 

and not a liability.

knowledge that go beyond books and teachers. 

significant improvement in the existing education 

system by providing online content, evaluation 

and monitoring at the individual level and is 

certainly the way forward for education in India. 

level of education, as it understands market 

requirements better than anyone else. The 

software industry is one of the forerunners of 

providing skill development training to graduates.

EERRRROOOLL D’’SSOOUUZZAA 

“I wworrryy thhatt iinn thhee iinfforrrmmaattiionn aaagee, 
wee aree geeettiinggg mmmorree liiteeraaatee, wwwithh 
so mmmuuch iinfforrrmmaatioonn avvaaiilaabbllee, bbuuut 
ggettttingg leeesss eeduuuccaateddd aat tthhee ssaammme timmmee.”””

people are becoming more literate and less 

educated. 

to integrate knowledge across disciplines and the 

ability to make judgements, which cannot be 

learned through digital platforms. The soft part of 

education is missing significantly in the digitally-

driven education system.

people, who can make logical deductions, those 

who able to integrate across disciplines, and 

those who are culturally agile. 

in the existing system of education, which today 

does not factor in failures. It is important to realise 

that there is a rich learning in failure, and this 

learning needs to seep through the minds of all 

stakeholders.

years; through technology, it will be possible to simplify, amplify, and accelerate education 
delivery across the country. 

it is more important to rely on personal connect.

ecosystem where technology and human teaching co-exist and complement each other.
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SESSION VIII

FROM GLADIATORS 
TO CATALYSTS: CAN 
OUR POLITICIANS 
REINVENT 
THEMSELVES?

The second day of the Mindmine Summit 2018 began 
with an unusual and intriguing topic about how the 
current political leaders can reinvent themselves to 
become catalysts of growth. Ms. Phadnis began the 
session by commending the profession of politics. 
She applauded Mr. Manish Sisodia for his work in the 

field of education and healthcare as Deputy Chief Minister of Delhi 
and appreciated the fact that Mr. Sambit Patra and Mr. Deepender 
Hooda had both given up lucrative careers to pursue their passion 
for politics. She described most politicians as gladiators who were 
constantly trying to bring about a change.

This session 
had panelists 

Mr. Manish Sisodia 
(Deputy Chief 

Minister of Delhi), 
Mr. Deepender 

Hooda (Member 
of Parliament) and 

Mr. Sambit Patra 
(Spokesperson, 

Bharatiya Janata 
Party). The session 
was moderated by 

Ms. Aditi Phadnis 
(Political Editor, 

Business Standard). 
The session revolved 

around the role 
of politicians 

in the present 
environment of 

the country and 
attempted to 

answer how the 
political class 

could improve its 
credibility in the 

eyes of the citizens.
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MMMAANNNISH SSISOODDDIAAA

“OOOur eliitte iinsstiittutiioonns coommmppprriisinnggg 

to cccateer ttto oonllyy 55 peeer ceentt oofff oouurr 
ppopppulaatiioon,, wwhhiile tthhee bbalaanncee arre noot 

able tooo get tthe bbasiic fffaacillitiiees. WWee nneeedd tto reeeinnvveenntt ouuur 
systemmms andd prrrrioriitissee efffforrrts in aa wwaayy tthaatt wwwoouulld ggaaainn 

rather than the politicians, as the democratic 

system has not been able to provide the basic 

amenities to a large section of society, after 

decades of Independence. 

IIMs, IITs and AIIMS cater to only 5 per cent of 

the population, while the rest don’t even  basic 

facilities. 

reassess their priorities in order to reinvent 

themselves.

understanding of religion and spiritual values, 

rather than fighting over it.

SAAMMBBBIITT PPAATTRRAA

a transformational or gladiatorial 

catalyst, as being a mere catalyst 

cannot bring quantum change in a 

society. 

take the impact and keep fighting for positive 

transformation.

the status of any religion or caste and follows the 

philosophy of inclusive development.

DDDEEEPPPEENNDDER HHHOOOOODDDA 

“Pooolittics sshooullldd iinvvoollvee ccoonnsstrrrucctiivve 
criitticiismm annd mmuutuuaall reespppeccct aaammonnng 
ppollliticcal ppartiiiees.”

the past few years. 

that of a gladiator.

criticism in politics, where political parties have 

mutual respect for each other’s ideologies. 

GDP growth over the current growth rate, by 

creating an environment of social and communal 

harmony, and getting rid of internal tensions in  

the country. 

and move away from a caste-based to an 

economy-based reservation.

Indian politics. 

responsibility of every politician and political party to strengthen this pillar.

she serves.
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SESSION IX

FLOOR PRICES IN 
AGRICULTURE: ARE  
WE TREATING THE 
MALAISE OR JUST 
THE SYMPTOMS?

Ms. Gupta highlighting the current situation of 
Indian agriculture and the key issues surrounding 
it, such as MSPs, commission to middlemen, and the 
lack of infrastructure, and asked the panellists for 
their views.

In this session, the 
panel consisted 

of Mr. R. S. Sodhi 
(Managing 

Director, Amul), 
Ms. Isher Ahluwalia 

(Chairperson, 
ICRIER) and Mr. 

T. Krishnakumar 
(President, 

CocaCola India 
& South West 

Asia), and it 
was moderated 

by Manisha 
Gupta (Editor 

— Commodities 
& Currencies, 

CNBC TV18). The 
discussion centred 

on the current 
state of agriculture 

in India and the 
steps required 
to elevate the 

overall condition 
of farming in the 

country.
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ISSHHEERR AAHHLUUWWWAALLIAAA

“MMMSPP iss mmereellyy a rrellieff mmmeeaassuuree; reaall 
susstainnabbbiliity lliees iinn iimmpprrovvvinnngg tthee 
pproooduuctiivvitty oofff aagrriicuulttuurre..””

went below the MSP levels, causing distress to 

farmers. The MSP is meant to be an indicative 

price to influence the market; it is not supposed 

to be the price at which the government buys the 

surplus. 

farm productivity, rather than increasing the MSP 

rates.

the government must cut down on unproductive 

subsidies and route funds toward modernisation 

of agriculture.

government needs to develop competitive 

markets and break the virtual monopolies of 

‘mandis’. Encouragingly, the modern retail sector 

is playing a vital role in creating private markets 

for agriculture produce. 

RRR. SS. SSSOODHHHI

“WWWithh mmmanny mmooree fffaarmmmeerss mmmiggrraaatinnggg 
to cccitiies, wwee wwiilll  haavvee mmoorree mmmouuthhhs too 
ffeeedd thhannn haanndds to ppprrodduucce..””

each day; only 17 per cent of GDP comes from 

agriculture, yet this sector supports 53 per cent 

of the population. 

than conventional farming; this sector could 

be leveraged better to realise the objective of 

doubling farmers’ income by 2022. 

for their produce, the government needs to 

look beyond production volumes alone and lay 

emphasis on creating a robust supply chain.

impact of cooperative movements like Amul on 

the dairy industry. 

of high value crops, education of farmers, 

investments in micro irrigation and supportive 

trade policies.

TT.. KKRRRISSHHNNNAAKUUUMMMAARRR 

horticulture is another growth 

frontier that farmers should focus 

on. 

bridge between producers and consumers; 

there is thus a need to strengthen this linkage. For 

example, Coco-Cola has helped farmers maximise 

their profits by improving farm productivity and 

reducing input costs. In addition, the global 

corporation has helped farmers create demand 

for their produce, thus stabilising demand and 

supply.

among consumers, and more robust technology 

adoption would create a better equilibrium 

between various stakeholders.

on modernising farms, educating farmers, creating a robust supply chain and building 
competitive markets.

stronger and deeper participation of the private sector can transform Indian agriculture. C
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SESSION X

INDIA’S MILLENNIALS: 
CAN THEY RESHAPE 
MARKETS, SOCIETY 
AND GOVERNMENTS?

Mr. Makhni set the context of the conversation by 
stating that the millennial generation is born in 
the ‘greatest technological revolution of all times’. 
He asked the panelists to give their viewpoints on 
whether millennials are living up to their potential 
and making efforts to truly change the world.

The panel consisted 
of Ms. Shaili 

Chopra (Founder, 
SheThePeople), 

Mr. Shiven Dewan 
(Scholar, Doon 

School), Mr. Arun 
Kapur (Director, 

Vasant Valley 
School, India 

and the Royal 
Academy, Bhutan) 

and Mr. Harsh 
Agrawal (Founder, 

ShoutMeLoud). 
Mr. Rajiv Makhni 

(Technology 
Journalist, NDTV) 

was the moderator 
of the session. This 

round of discussion 
revolved around the 
role of millennials in 
nation building, and 

the kind of impact 
they can have 

in reshaping the 
society, economy 
and governance. 
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SHHAAIIILLI CHHOOPPRRRAA 

access to a vast pool of knowledge, 

and possess powerful thinking; 

going forward, more inclusiveness 

in terms of women’s participation 

can bring more ideas to the table.

the opportunity for people to discuss emerging 

societal challenges such as suicides, rapes, 

casteism and other forms of social exploitation.. 

to previous generations, and are better equipped 

to deal with the challenges ahead of them.

AAARUUNNNN KKAAPPUURR

“WWWe haavve beeccoomee aann oovveer--sschhoooleeddd 
anddd unndeeer-eeduuccaateddd ssoccieettyy.””

two completely different things; schooling does 

not necessarily offer education as the primary 

component. Real education means bringing out 

the best in youngsters as they grow up. 

the world is that they have become an over 

schooled and under-educated part of society. 

the past and has evolved. Yet with the advent of 

technology, we need to ask: will schools become 

irrelevant in the future?

might have hundreds of friends and followers on 

social media platforms, yet they lack connections 

in the real world. This dichotomy of connection 

and disconnection is pushing youngsters towards 

depression.

SHHIIVVVEENN DDDEEWWAANN

created a tendency to exaggerate 

and glorify the way work is evaluated. 

in life; most people are only skimming through 

the resources available, without getting into the 

depth.

encouraged to get along with their lives, without 

having access to smartphones. 

want to overhaul everything from institutions to 

businesses. They just like to change what they feel 

could be improved.

HHAARRSSSHH AGGGRRAWWWAALLL 

capable of multitasking with high 

levels of focus on individual tasks, 

which enable them to become more 

productive.

the growth of the country; this potential to 

contribute is significantly higher than the 

previous generation.

increasing rapidly, and is likely to bring about 

quantum and multiple shifts across society.

country across society, governance and the economy. 

technology in building connections to empower the young generation.
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SESSION XI

REIMAGINING 
GOVERNANCE: CAN 
PRINCIPLES AND 
TRUST REPLACE 
DOGMATISM?

Mr. Sinha opened the forum for discussion by inviting 
the panelists to share their understanding of governance 
and how they view India in terms of governance, both in 
government and in the corporate sector.

The panel consisted 
of Mr. Vikram Singh 

Mehta (Chairman, 
Brookings 

India) and Mr. 
M Damodaran 

(Chairperson, 
Excellence Enablers, 

Former Chairperson, 
SEBI, UTI and 

IDBI), and it was 
moderated by Mr. 
Janmejaya Sinha 

(Chairman, Boston 
Consulting Group 

Asia Pacific). 
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MMM DDAAAMMMODDDAARRAANN

“WWWhaat CCChiinaa caan ddoo, wwee wwilll neevveer 
do, as wee arre aa viibrraannt aannnd nnooisyy 
demmmoccraccy.””

governance, playing by the rules, treating 

individuals equally, and ensuring that businesses 

are not conducted in a manner consistent with 

the interest of only a few stakeholders 

system instead of changing the system itself. 

system in which most people are better off 

tomorrow, compared to today. 

challenges instead of reacting to the symptoms 

created by them.

help deliver better governance, as it would result 

in higher transparency. The Supreme Court 

has safeguarded the privacy of the citizens by 

bringing legal sanctity to the ‘Right to Privacy’.

bank, banks must be allowed to fail. Illogical 

mergers eventually destabilise the operations 

and finances of the latter. The government has 

never allowed even a private bank to fail, and if 

sometime in the future, the government allows 

even one bank to fail, depositors would start 

placing a much greater premium on credibility 

and safety; and thus, the functioning of banks 

would improve.

process every aspect of a company within a span 

of 50–80 hours, which is the time they usually 

spend with a single company. 

VVVIKKRRRAAMM SSSINNGGHHH MMMEEHTTAAA 

India is not in-line with the changes 

taking place across the democratic, 

socioeconomic and political 

landscape. Several paradoxes and conflicts exist 

today, and these are leading to fault lines. As these 

fault lines grow, the government needs to forecast 

the consequences that are likely to emerge, and 

reimagine the governance structure.

reimagined its governance several times through 

constitutional amendments and has shifted the 

economic model.

larger political and social ecosystem. As part of 

this ecosystem, corporates are required to fund 

political parties, which bind them, at times, to 

compromise on their ethical values.

changing existing governance systems, as it 

allows collaboration across functions.

the future, thus there is a need to reimagine governance in India. 

decision-making process.

any scope for interpretation. 

structure of the country.
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SESSION XII

THE BIG DEBATE: 
IN THE OPINION 
OF THIS HOUSE, 
THE DESTINY OF 
OUR COUNTRY IS 
BEING CHANGED BY 
REVOLUTION, AND 
NOT BY EVOLUTION

The Big Debate was 
the liveliest session 

of the two-day 
summit, as in the 
previous edition. 

The following 
panelist were 

speaking for the 
motion: Mr. Manish 

Tewari (Former 
Union Minister of 
Information and 

Broadcasting), 
Mr. Dilip Chenoy 

(Secretary General, 
FICCI) and Mr. 

M Damodaran 
(Chairperson, 

Excellence 
Enablers, Former 

Chairperson, SEBI, 
UTI and IDBI). The 

following panelists 
were speaking 

against-the-motion: 
Mr. Pavan Varma 
(Former Member 

of Parliament), Ms. 
Tasneem Z Mehta 

(Managing Trustee 
and honorary 

Director, Dr. Bahu 
Daji Lad Mumbai 

City Museum) and 
Mr. Vinod Kumar 

Duggal (Former 
Home Secretary). 

The debate focussed 
on the role of 

revolutions in the 
country’s history 

and the significant 
part they played in 
India’s context vis-

à-vis evolution. Ms. 
Manisha Natarajan 

of CNBC TV18 was 
the moderator of 

the session. 
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MMMAANNNISH TTEEWWAAARRII 

such as India’s independence, was 

gained on the back of the unique 

non-violent revolution. 

Indian banking system in 1971 and liberalisation 

of the economy in 1991 were all revolutions that 

have shaped present-day India.

DDDILLIPPP CCHHEENNOOYYY 

involved in changing the destiny of 

a nation — the government sector, 

which has the scale; the private 

sector, which executes; and, the non-government 

sector, which has the trust. In the past few years, 

there have been several examples in which these 

three sectors have converged to bring together 

scale, execution and trust. Historical milestones 

such as the 1991 reforms and providing 30 million 

gas connections in rural areas are all examples of 

the three elements coming together. 

MMM DDAAAMMMODDDAARRAANN

position only through revolutions; 

a vast country like India cannot 

chart its future course based on 

little incremental changes, and by following the 

evolutionary path. 

drastic measures in a swift and effective manner. 

individuals, who stood up and changed the 

way the country thinks and acts, resulting in 

transformative changes.

PAAAVVANNNN VVAARRMMAA 

civilisation like India, with a history of 

5,000 years, is filled with milestones, 

such as the writing of the Upanishads 

in the ancient age, foreign invasions in the 

medieval age and the freedom movement on the 

back of an evolutionary idea by Mahatma Gandhi. 

The economic reforms of 1991 were a  part of the 

evolutionary process of socialism.

through the process of evolution, democracy 

and transfer of power; this has empowered 

marginalised groups. 

TTAASSNNNEEEEMM ZZ MMEEEHHTTAAA 

overthrow of government, which 

could constrict a diverse society 

such as India. 

they were designed for; thus, a society should opt 

for a consensus-based approach which ensures 

that no single perspective dominates a society.

VVVINNOOODDD KKUUMMAARRR DDDUUGGGGAAAL 

always thought ahead of the times. 

They have taken steps to prepare for 

the future; events of independence 

and the economic reforms were all results of 

decisions taken by people as per the needs of 

the hour. 

multicultural and multiethnic, cannot collectively 

go on a revolutionary path.

Although both the teams had similar views on India’s incredible journey, their viewpoints 

interpretation of ‘revolution’ varied amongst members of both teams, however the 
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SESSION XIII

VALEDICTORY 
SESSION
This was the last session of the Mindmine Summit 2018 and featured 
a discussion between Mr. Sunil Kant Munjal and Mr. Piyush Goyal, 
Minister of Railways, Power and Coal, Government of India. Mr. Goyal 
highlighted the importance of Mindmine Summit and said that the 
Institute has emerged as an important and exceptional think-tank 
event for the country.
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milestone of 75 years of independence in 

2022, several areas are being targeted, such as 

housing, electricity, toilets, healthcare facilities, 

connectivity and water, to ensure every citizen 

gets access to basic amenities; this is making India 

a better nation.

facilities like electricity access and adherence to 

Sustainable Development Goals (SDG), especially 

when other nations are also targeting the same 

deadline. There is a need to prioritise certain areas 

that can have significant impact on people’s lives. 

household gets at least one bank account. The 

scheme has seen more than 300 million bank 

accounts being opened within three and a half 

years of its launch, which is a significant milestone 

for a developing country like India. Similarly, by 

March 2019, almost every household should get 

a formal electricity connection.

rapid pace of growth. There is a need to have the 

willingness to change the rules of the game, to 

ensure that everybody gets an equal opportunity 

to reap benefits of development, to access natural 

resources of the country and to participate in the 

country’s growth story. 

in governance and allocation of government 

funding, and launching of social programmes, 

cleaning of banking systems, reduced government 

interference in day-to-day lives of people and a 

clean-up in the processes for awarding natural 

resources, will help India reach the next level of 

prosperity by 2022. 

across panchayats, states and the centre could 

help the country reach consensus on critical issues 

quickly, and this would significantly improve the 

quality of decision-making.

basic amenities are provided without any 

consideration toward race, religion, caste or 

creed. It is from here that it becomes possible to 

build an India of everyone’s dreams.
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BML MUNJAL 
AWARDS

19 April, 2018
The Taj Pallaace, New Delhi

BUSINESS EXCELLENCE 
THROUGH LEARNING & 
DEVELOPMENT

THEE BBMMLL MMUUNNNNJJAAAALL AAAWWWWWWAAAARRRRDDDS 
WINNNNEERRSS, 220011888

DCM Shriram

 

Mazagon Dock Shipbuilders

Spicejet 

Power Grid 

1 Mg 

Indian Hotels (Taj)

Manufacturing Private

Manufacturing PSU

Services Private

Services PSU
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he annual BML Munjal Awards for 

‘Business Excellence through Leadership & 

Development’ are as much an anticipated 

event of the year as the Mindmine Summit. 

The awards recognize organizations that have 

‘successfully created and implemented innovative 

strategies for learning and development, using 

people development as a tool to achieve 

Business Excellence’. The awards also recognize 

organizations that have ‘used their training 

initiatives to create competitive advantages and 

enable growth for their companies’.

In their 13th year, the BML Munjal Awards are now 

well established in India’s corporate landscape 

for their impartial recognition of innovations in 

the area of skill and development that allows a 

company to effectively harness employee talent 

through training and learning in order to gain 

competitive advantage. The awards have been 

instituted as a public service and hence there is 

no participation fee. 

Each year, the awards receive several aspirants that 

go through several filters and an accomplished 

jury picks winners from a shortlist. The primary 

objective of these awards is to create a platform 

for participating organisations to share best 

practices, besides celebrating excellence in the 

field of learning and development. 

There are six awards, one each in the Manufacturing 

(Public Sector), Manufacturing (Private Sector), 

Services (Public Sector), Services (Private Sector), 

Emerging Star and Sustained Excellence. 

“The BML Munjal Awards is probably the only 

award of its kind in the country today that 

uniquely recognises companies who as a strategy 

use people development, and who benefit and 

gain to allow their business to develop specifically 

and especially because of this strategy. There are 

many awards that recognise growth, export, 

profitability and a host of other initiatives taken by 

enterprises but very few have focussed on people 

as the primary mover of what actually happens 

to businesses.” said Sunil Kant Munjal, Chairman, 

Hero Enterprises in his opening remarks. 

Pranab Mukherjee, Former President of India, 

graced the glittering award ceremony this year as 

its Chief Guest.  In his address, he congratulated all 

the winners of the 2018 BML Munjal awards and 

reflected upon the legacy of B.M.L Munjal – the 

man behind the Hero group. 

“The awards today are a reflection of exceptional 

skill development at all levels of the organisations 

and I am happy to know that they are being 

awarded to companies that have consistently used 

training, learning and development as a source of 

competitive advantage and as a business strategy 

for their success. The fact, that the awards are now 

in the 13th year shows that they are well-etched 

in the corporate landscape of the country,” said 

Mukherjee, appreciating the winners. 

T

THE AWARDS TODAY ARE A REFLECTION OF EXCEPTIONAL SKILL 
DEVELOPMENT AT ALL LEVELS OF THE ORGANISATIONS AND I AM 
HAPPY TO KNOW THAT THEY ARE BEING AWARDED TO COMPANIES 
THAT HAVE CONSISTENTLY USED TRAINING, LEARNING AND 
DEVELOPMENT AS A SOURCE OF COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE AND AS A 
BUSINESS STRATEGY FOR THEIR SUCCESS. 

– Pranab Mukherjee, Former President of India
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Inaugural  Edition

EMERGING BUSINESS 

CHALLENGES: 

SEARCH FOR 

WINNING

RESPONSES20
06

MIINNNDDMMMMMIINNEEEE SSUUUMMMMMMMIITTT 
FOORRR OOOVVVVEEERR 111 YYYEEEAAARRRRSS 
HAASSS SSUUUCCCCCEEEESSSSSFFUUULLLLLLYYY 
CRREEEAATTTEEEDDD AAAA 
PLLAAATFOOOORRRMMMM TTTOOO 
COOMMME TTTOOOGGGGGEETTTHHHHHEERRRR  
ANNDDD FFINNNNDD WWWWAAAYYYYYSS TTTTOOO 
SOOLLLVVEE OOONNNGGGGOOOOINNNNGGGG 
CRRIITTICCCCAAAAL YYYYEEETTT 
NEEGGGLLEEECCCTTTEEEDDD 
ISSSUUUEESSS. TTTHHHRRROOOUUUUUGGGHHHH 
THHIIIS FFFOOORRRUUUUUMMM  
WEE UUNNNIIITTTEEDDDLLLYY 
FINNNDD SSSOOOLLUUUUUTTIIOOOONNNSS 
BYY IIINNDDDUUUULLGGGGIINNNGGGGG 
INNTTTEELLLLEEECCTTTTUUUAAALLLLSS 
FRROOOMM DDDIIIFFFFFFEERRREEEENNNTTTT 
INNDDDUUSSSTTTRRRYYYY INNNTTTTTOOO 
THHIIIS BBBRRRAAAIINNNN 
STTOOORRMMMIINNNGGGG 
SESSSSIIOOONNNSS.
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The Mindmine Summit is the annual 

flagship event of the Mindmine Institute, 

an independent think tank set up by the 

Hero Enterprise. The institute conducts 

a number of initiatives to generate 

intellectual discussions and build through 

leadership on subjects of importance to 

the Indian industry and to Indians as a 

whole.
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The content of this booklet has been captured with the help of KPMG India, our Knowledge Partner for Mindmine Summit 2018. D
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